2012 AIA
Division I State
Boys Tennis - Doubles

#1 Matt Dunn/
Andrew Dunn
Salpointe
(6-0, 6-0)

Match 57:
check in: 3:30 p.m.

Match 61:
check in: 3:30 p.m.

Match 63:
check in: 2:30 p.m.

Match 64:
check in: 2:30 p.m.

Match 58:
check in: 3:30 p.m.

Match 59:
check in: 3:30 p.m.

Match 60:
check in: 3:30 p.m.

Match 62:
check in: 11:30 a.m.

Match 63
1st place:
check in: 2:30 p.m.

State Champion

#1 Matt Dunn/
Andrew Dunn
Salpointe
(6-3, 6-1)

#4 Ian Glessing/
Jason Auh
Desert Mountain
(6-3, 6-3)

#6 Hudson Blake/
Zach Cihlar
Brophy
(6-2, 7-6)

#6 Hudson Blake/
Zach Cihlar
Brophy
(6-2, 7-6)

#6 Hudson Blake/
Zach Cihlar
Brophy
(7-5, 6-0)

#3 Gabe Cerritos/
Michael Brimhall
Mountain View Mesa
(6-2, 6-2)

#5 Daniel Hollands/
Chrisman Smith
Mesquite
(6-4, 3-6, 6-1)

#2 Samuel Wang/
Corey Rizzi-Wise
Hamilton
(6-1, 6-2)

#4 Ian Glessing/
Jason Auh
Desert Mountain
(6-3, 6-3)

#2 Samuel Wang/
Corey Rizzi-Wise
Hamilton
(7-6, 2-6, 6-3)

#7 Sam Shi/
Kevin Morris
Horizon
(6-4, 4-6, 6-3)

#4 Ian Glessing/
Jason Auh
Desert Mountain
(6-2, 3-6, 6-1)

#2 Samuel Wang/
Corey Rizzi-Wise
Hamilton
(6-1, 6-2)

#6 Hudson Blake/
Zach Cihlar
Brophy
(6-0, 6-0)

#6 Hudson Blake/
Zach Cihlar
Brophy
(6-0, 6-0)

#4 Ian Glessing/
Jason Auh
Desert Mountain
(6-4, 6-4)

#1 Matt Dunn/
Andrew Dunn
Salpointe
(6-1, 6-0)
2012 AIA
Division I State
Boys Tennis - Doubles

State Tennis Tournament Guide can be found at http://www.aia365.com/sports/tennis